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BLOOD 
SUMMIT
2022

"Show me the head of the President."
Counter-terrorism expert Helen Gale has one job: to protect world leaders at a 
summit in the Berlin Reichstag. But terrorists take hostage presidents, prime 
ministers, one hundred innocent children - and Helen’s journalist husband. Then 
the executions start. Helen's life implodes. Yet she alone can see the truth. As 
special forces plan a deadly assault, she must enter the shattered hulk of the 
Reichstag to stop a bloodbath.
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PALLADIUM
2022
Immortal 
Works

Legend tells that the Palladium, a powerful talisman dropped from heaven by the 
goddess Athena, protects modern Istanbul. What if it falls into the wrong hands? 
Moments after archaeologist Elif Mutlu finds a mysterious relic in a tomb in 
Istanbul, terrorists kidnap her and slaughter the rest of her team. Elif's lover, 
disgraced MI6 agent John Savage, races through the city searching for Elif with the 
help of her brother Orhan, a proud Turkish cop who hates foreigners. As bombs 
explode, Elif's captors announce they will destroy Istanbul. While she fights to stay 
alive, John and Orhan, pursued by cops and threatened by terrorists, must find the 
Palladium to save Istanbul, a living symbol of 20 million people that East and West 
can co-exist.

SEVEN 
HOTEL 
STORIES
2022

Glamorous, petite Ms N is the world's best - and deadliest - manager of super-
luxury hotels. Do you think "men will be men"? Ms N and her ally, the beautiful but 
naive Tatiana, won't put up with bad behaviour. Whether they use a giant cake, a 
posse of alligators, an enraged sushi chef, the Russian mafia or three metres of 
concrete - Ms N and Tatiana will always get their man.
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